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DESIGN BY TRICIA LYNN MALONEY
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Transform your bed or table in a weekend
with this super-simple runner made out
of sumptuous batik precuts. Precut strips
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Skiltleveh.Beginner
Bed Runner Size:90" x 22n

make this a fast and easy weekend project.
fsATE*!ets

. 45 precut 2Vz" x 15Tl' batik A strips
- Tayardbrownbatik
- la\ard light blue-green batik
. Backing98"x30"
. Battiog9S" x3O"
. Neutral-color all-purposethread
- Quilting thread
' Basic sewing tools and suPPlies
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1. Cut six 2/*" by fabric width strips

brown batik for binding'
2. Cutthree Th" byfabricwidth strips
light blue-green batik; subcut strips
into 45 (Th" x7Vz") B striPs.
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1. Sew a B strip to an A strip to make
an A-B unit as shown in Figure 1; press.
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2. Repeat step t €e *=!:e atofa{ of
45 A-B units.
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3. Selea two different A-B units and

J'on fo rnakea stnp unif, alternating
the orientation of the pieces as

shown in Figure2. Repeatto make
22 strip units.
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5. Join the quad units and add the
extra A-B unit to one end to complete

the pieced top.
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l. Sandwich the batting between

the

pieced bed runnertop and the pre_
pared backrng piece; pin or baste lay-
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Figure 2
4. Join two strip units to make an
A-B quad unit as shown in Fiqure 3.

Repeatto make 11 quad unitsMate 1,
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ers together to hold. euilt as desired
by hand or machine.
2,When guihing is complete, trim bat_
ting and backing fabriceven with raw
edges ofthe bed runnertop.
3. )ain binding strips on the shorr ends
to make a long strip; press seams open.
Fold the binding strip with wrong sides
together a{ong length; press.

4. Sew binding to the bed runner
edgel mitering comers and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back
side and stitch in place to finish the

bed runner. t_t.',
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Flgure 3

Strip Dash Bed Runner
Placement Diagram gO* xZ2"
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